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In Grand Rapids, Michigan, in a city recognized, in part,
for its fine network of contracting teams, architects, and interior designers, Whitmore Custom Homes makes its mark as
an experienced custom build firm that is family owned and
operated, and built on the shared vision of brothers Ryan,
Brett, and Nate Whitmore. Combined, the brothers bring
expertise in engineering, project management, and innovative solution-making that is wrapped in their overall values
for integrity and open communication in the profession. As
a team providing the comprehensive range of services that
come with the task of custom building, Whitmore Custom
Homes sees relationships with its clients more as partnerships
in which both parties nurture a space into success from the
ground up.
“It’s the people that we enjoy the most and the team we
put together, the designers that we work with, and the customer. We’re at a point where we’re pretty picky about who the
customer is,” said Nate Whitmore, co-founder of Whitmore
Custom Homes.
“Our clientele is expecting to be hands-off and looking for
someone they can trust; that’s where we come in as trained
project managers and building falls into the process. From
the engineering background standpoint that’s always what we
[rely] on: processes and communication,” Whitmore added.
So far, the Whitmore team has crafted custom exteriors,
living spaces, kitchens, and bathrooms across west Michigan
and beyond. More recently, two homes—one a contemporary
lakefront cottage and the other a refined home on a historic
property tucked between lake and pond—have become illustrative works of the Whitmore approach to custom building.
The Wildermere lakefront cottage replaced a unique architectural work of concrete and copper that stood out in the
neighborhood; thus, the owners wanted to create something
equally as present in the space.
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Similarly, the pond-tucked Belding estate
replaced one of the oldest properties in its
township that predated the manmade lake just
offshore, and it sought to harness the best of
the surrounding water views. The homes are
a picturesque testament to Whitmore Custom
Homes’ custom capabilities, from planning
and design to organizing permits and approvals, and on to each phase of construction and
the final walkthrough.
Wildermere lakefront retreat
Photography: Alyssa Albers Photography
This lakefront property continues in the distinctive architectural traditions of its prede74
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cessor on the property through a newly built
exterior defined by fresh, white-painted brick,
stucco, and engineered wood. Early on, the
home presented a challenge foundationally, as
the property was found to have organic layers
unable to support a standard foundation. In
response the Whitmore team built the home
on helical piers connected by large concrete
beams. Once past the challenge of fortifying the site, the team built up an exterior defined by intermixed roof gables and organized
around a central entry segment suggesting Tudor revival notation.
At first glance, the home blends contemporary features with classic design foundaGREAT LAKES
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tions—a trait that carries to the interior but
expands into an easygoing design program
warranted by the lakeside setting, courtesy of
Raye Design: a full-service interior design firm
also based in Grand Rapids. Underscoring the
gently arched front door is a single-step entry
and recessed doorway leading into an equally grounded foyer. Visitors are greeted by
smooth, wide-plank white oak that is mirrored
by a wood-plank ceiling installation leading
out to a set of interior French doors that reveal
the home’s breathtaking view just beyond.
Through open doors, sightlines are led
by vertical ceiling beams connecting this en76
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trance with a double-sided fireplace that the
design-and-build team used to figuratively
and literally anchor the surrounding design
program. When the room’s retractable wall
is completely opened, solid space behind the
fireplace disappears, allowing the natural setting just beyond to replace it as a canvas for the
fire. Farther beyond, a patio of decorative cut
concrete for open air enjoyment of the idyllic
setting is intentionally positioned. This grand
gesture was just one of many custom features
orchestrated by Whitmore Custom Homes
and Raye Design to achieve the owners’ vision
of the unique family gathering space.
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“There are many custom aspects, but I
think one that stood out to us was the covered patio space, which was central to the
home design,” Whitmore said. “As you walk in
the front door, you are standing in the foyer
looking through French doors that align with
a two-sided fireplace with walkways on either
side, so you had an amazing view of Silver
Lake. It just all lined up so well.”
Another noteworthy custom aspect was
the bunk room that the homeowners envisioned for three children, which was designed
by Raye Design and fabricated by Whitmore
Custom Homes carpenters onsite. Apart
from these details, custom works that carry
throughout include extensive custom cabinetry work by Luxe Custom Cabinetry, a cabinet
maker in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The team
customized areas around the cabinetry as well
by precision-cutting wood planks for an accent
material above the stove range and its inlayed
stone backsplash, as well as on the kitchen ceil78
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ing for an exposed, unfinished beam effect.
The team further decorated the peaked
ceiling heights from the open gable architecture with triangular beam formations painted
white for a human-scaling of the open living
space. It is these accessorized coves at ceiling
level which collect in the views and bright
qualities of the lake just beyond and hold them
in the center of the home.
Bella Vista classic
Photography: Dan Zeeff of DJZ Photography
On another picturesque inland lake, secluded between a small, adjacent pond, another
new residence crafted by Whitmore Custom
Homes captures a similar breathtaking view of
its natural surroundings. Immediately inviting
from its generous circular drive, the Lake Bella
Vista home’s refined presence in the spacious
neighborhood was organized around water
views, and the Whitmore Custom Homes
team took special care to consider its parcel
tucked between water bodies when orienting
and fortifying the masses.
“The home was located between a large
pond and the lake, so we spent a great deal of
80
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time making sure that the elevations worked for
both bodies of water, while still allowing the design features to be recognized,” Whitmore said.
As with the Wildermere lakefront retreat,
it was essential to identify potential risks for
the building before the teams even broke
ground to steer from avoidable surprises,
especially since both homes were completed
amid COVID-19, which posed its own logistical and supply issues. At the start of this
project, it became apparent from soil testing
the sand surrounding the property was high
quality, but not compact enough to balance
pressure from the water table and immediately support a traditional foundation. Instead of
using helical piers for this foundation, how-

ever, the team decided to pump down the water before removing loose sand and replacing
it with clean, compacted sand to support the
more standard foundation.
“Both properties had challenges that needed to be dealt with,” Whitmore said. “There
was certainly added complexity to the process, but since we knew this before starting the
build, we were able to plan for it on the front
end which allowed it to go pretty smoothly.”
The Whitmore team’s adept quality control from a project’s onset pairs well with
considerate designers. In this case, the design team of Visbeen Architects Inc, a Grand
Rapids-based, full-service architecture studio, and its interior design affiliate, Vision
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Interiors, provided a quality-driven and cohesive mentality to the project. The project,
from its site soil tests to interior finishes, was
carefully executed throughout the course of
a year to ensure each need from the homeowners was thoroughly met.
The exterior architecture comprises one
rectangular central mass balanced between
two wings that are capped by gable roofs for
a grounded, charming cottage evocation. The
central entryway utilizes a careful symmetry
as well, with its facing brick entry columns
between which Bluestone stairs pool into the
drive, and then lead to a stained wood doorway anchored between outdoor lanterns. The
entire formation sports white-painted brick
and matte-black metal window treatments for
a modern edge. The combination provides the
perfect backdrop for the home’s organizing detail: a generous lakeside patio expanse for entertaining and relaxing in the open air.
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“Being lakefront, so much focus was on
the exterior entertaining areas. There was a
screened-in porch that had electronic roll-up
screens with bluestone floors that flowed onto a
large rear bluestone patio overlooking Lake Bella Vista with amazing views,” Whitmore said.
This screened porch area functions as a livable three-season room that on one side leads
to the open-air patio and on the other blends
into the main living space through three sets
of French doors that open to effectively double
the entertaining space. Both living areas feature fireplaces demurely recessed in the white
brick walls to save sights for the water, and details like the extensive use of naturally finished
wood floors and cabinetry by Luxe Custom
Cabinetry and white ceilings effectively transfer outdoor light deep into the interior.
The orientation of the furniture and the
flexible additions that triple the living space,
while further opening to lake access, serve to
GREAT LAKES
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make the home a comfortable scale for the two
owners, while also supporting incoming guests.
On one side of the central mass is a master wing
boasting a master suite with soaking tub and
walk-in shower, and the facing wing hosts the
remaining three bedroom suites for guests, with
an activity area on the lower level.
The process
It is a demonstration of the orientation to users
that underscores Whitmore Custom Homes’
approach to each of its projects. On one hand,
this is the goal for residential building in the
first place, and on the builder side, it is what
can make the process gratifying.
“So many aspects made these projects so
rewarding,” Whitmore said. “The clients were
both incredible, the homes were both so well
thought-out by the design teams and different
than most anything you see in the area. On top
of that they were both on beautiful lakes.”
The client-facing side of each project is
always a test of experience and expertise for
a builder, since it is imperative to understand
what is being asked and have the processes
in place to accomplish them. For Whitmore,
this is the way to achieve true customization
and unity of craftsmanship among the whole
team, from those dreaming the concept to
those fortifying its foundation and placing
the finishing touches.
“To be a custom builder you need to have
an experienced team that is so versatile that
they not only have the ability to do most anything that is asked, but also have the ability to
think critically about how to go about doing
what is asked,” Whitmore said.
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